
Artist:Â Victor ManVenue:Â Galerie Neu, BerlinExhibition Title:Â Die Rose ist ohne Warum. Sie blÃ¼het weil sie blÃ¼hetDate: September 11 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press
release and link available after the jump.Images:Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Neu, Berlin. Photos by Stefan Korte.Press Release:By quoting Die Rose ist ohne Warum. Sie blÃ¼het weil sie blÃ¼het, a verse by
Angelus Silesius, 17th century mystic and religious poet, the exhibition title sets a framework for examining an overall existential thematic that draws directly from Manâ€™s autobiographical and intimate spiritual
experience. This is his third solo exhibition with Galerie Neu and covers three years of the artistâ€™s latest creative period.Within a web of motifs ranging from nature and creation to personal imagery, the nine paintings
on view explore the manifold shades of sentiments of love and closeness, just as they illustrate the absence or rupture thereof. Recurring themes such as spiritual development find reference in biblical topics of the
temptation of sin. Divine punishment and demise are thwarted by the explicit portrayal of ultimate fertility that is a fruit of love, the birth of a child (RÃ³zsa Victoria). Moonlight (All Nations Flag), a reflection on entering and
exiting the world, is framed by two self-portraits, indicative of two pillars, titled Self Portrait With The Yellow Shadow of Christ. In concurrence, yet almost jarring in color definition and size, the surprisingly large-format
paintings, Untitled (Adieu Ã  Satan) and Flowering Ego, constitute attempts to exorcise evil.Through this show, Victor Man maps his own progression in life and time. Led by an overpowering impetus, all his intentions find
their outlet in the medium of painting and are subordinated to the same. Just as bold as Manâ€™s quite radical individual take on existence are the violent and strong colors emerging from his typically dark palette.
Influenced by poets like Georg Trakl and painters such as Pontormo, Manâ€™s approach to art history, as seen in this exhibition, is defined by a non-linear understanding of it. He nurtures the idea of culture as a system
that transcends time and feeds and builds upon itself, forming an entity of the past and the present, the here and now.The exhibition is accompanied by an extensive publication focused on Victor Manâ€™s portraits and
black paintings. With contributions by Rachel Corbett, Enzo Cucchi, Erwin Kessler and Karl Holmqvist, published by Verlag der Buchhandlung Walther und Franz KÃ¶nig and Galerie Neu.Link: Victor Man at Galerie
NeuThe post Victor Man at Galerie Neu first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Gedi SibonyVenue:Â Greene Naftali, New YorkDate: September 24 â€“ October 31, 2020Title: The Terrace TheaterNote: An
interview with the artist is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Greene Naftali, New YorkPress Release:For his sixth
solo exhibition at the gallery, Gedi Sibony has combined salvaged materials fashioned into objects, staged within and among the remnants of temporary walls from the previous exhibition, guiding visitors through a
symbolic sequence distributed in broad blocks of space.Both the elaborately figurative ornamentation and the architecture of its galleries and passageways must be understood in light of their functional purpose: to provide
a summarizing expression that unfolds itself into sensually tangible coherence. Encounters with discrete objects are integrated with the experience of moving through the gallery, from different viewpoints that cut across
and through the layered objects and spaces. The entrance is made ceremonial and allows for visualizations and associations.The space is divided into three intersecting spheres. The central axis, broken into two
progressively growing chambers, invokes the temporal aspect of reality. The forward trajectory and the holding of beliefs. As the middle space, it could be seen as a formulation of the corporeal essence as it seeks
understanding, experiences death. In the outer terrace by the windows, a series of wooden desk-like sculptures repeat in a shifting serial format that reveals a strange compositional logic. The space furthest from the
windows is dark and inaccessible, dramatizing the frontal aspect of the vignettes within.As a rough map, the guidelines presented here should be abandoned at the trail head, and only serve the purpose of overview and
approach. It is the inner space of the advancing visitor that brings the mute structure to life.Link: Gedi Sibony at Greene NaftaliThe post Gedi Sibony at Greene Naftali first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â HÃ©lÃ¨ne FauquetVenue:Â Schiefe ZÃ¤hne, BerlinExhibition Title:Â MultiplexxDate: September 19 â€“ October 29, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Schiefe ZÃ¤hne, BerlinPress Release:Pushed up against the walls, the prints in this exhibition present replicas of objects reconstructed from fragments of amateur photos. The
source images have in common the subject of two different types of pop mirrors that people have photographed with the intention of reselling or disposing of them under various online platforms. The imagery of the
grouped objects are bad hideouts of the precarious conditions of the photo sessions which gave birth to them. Bubble panels formerly cast in plastic, like Op Art sculptures, generate on the surface several biased images
of what surrounds them. Rejects and vestiges from the middle of the last century hung in a domestic environment without artifice, or posed on the pavement of a street, remind us to recognize gestures of daily
photographs and ordinary activities as overloads of data to be processed.Next to them, hangs one picture displayed on a shared medium, the fragment of a more recent pattern from a feminine fashion item, that carries on
apathetic slogans like mental ruminations, that spiral between hackneyed personal motivational thoughts and the bland stuttering of a broader consciousness.Link: HÃ©lÃ¨ne Fauquet at Schiefe ZÃ¤hneThe post
HÃ©lÃ¨ne Fauquet at Schiefe ZÃ¤hne first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Jacolby SatterwhiteVenue:Â Mitchell-Innes &amp; Nash, New YorkExhibition Title:Â We Are In Hell When We Hurt Each
OtherDate: September 24 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Mitchell-Innes &amp; Nash, New YorkPress
Release:Mitchell-Innes &amp; Nash is pleased to present a solo exhibition of new works by New York-based artist Jacolby Satterwhite, We Are In Hell When We Hurt Each Other. This exhibition, which marks the
artistâ€™s first show with the gallery, will include a new, large-scale virtual reality installation as well as new works in a variety of mediums including sculpture, photography, neon and mixed-medium installation.The
centerpiece of the exhibition is the debut of Satterwhite&#8217;s most recent immersive, virtual reality video installation, We Are In Hell When We Hurt Each Other. In the video, after which the exhibition takes its title, the
current events of our present reality permeate Satterwhite&#8217;s quasi-utopic universe. This virtual world is rooted in the expression of Satterwhite&#8217;s body movements, which are modeled and transcribed
through digital bodysuits into animated fembot form. Within the survival model and alternative reality motif of video games, the performative gestures of Satterwhite&#8217;s genderambiguous fembots carve out a space
of resilient, afro-futurist self-expression.For over a decade, Satterwhite has used 3D animation, sculpture, performance, painting and photography to create fantastical, labyrinthine universes. Exploring the themes of public
space, the body, ritual and allegory, Satterwhite draws from myriad references including Italian Baroque painting, â€˜90s video games, Modernism and artworks by his mother Patricia. Patriciaâ€™s drawings and
recordings have had a significant influence on Satterwhiteâ€™s work, serving as a foundation for his otherworldly works. In 2019, Satterwhite released an LP with artist Nick Weiss, Love Will Find a Way Home, in which
recordings by Patricia were overlaid onto dance tracks.Jacolby Satterwhite was born in 1986 in Columbia, South Carolina. He received his BFA from the Maryland Institute College of Arts, Baltimore and his MFA from the
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Satterwhiteâ€™s work has been presented in numerous exhibitions both in the United States and in Europe, including most recently at Fabric Workshop &amp; Museum,
Philadelphia (2019); Pioneer Works, New York (2019); Whitechapel Gallery, London (2019); the Museum of Modern Art, New York (2019); the Minneapolis Institute of Art (2019); the Museum of Contemporary Art,
Chicago (2018); Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris (2018); New Museum, New York (2017); Public Art Fund, New York (2017); San Francisco Museum of Art, San Francisco (2017); and the Institute of Contemporary Art,
Philadelphia (2017). He was awarded the United States Artist Francie Bishop Good &amp; David Horvitz Fellowship in 2016. His work is included in the collections of the Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, Helsinki;
Museum of Modern Art, New York; Studio Museum in Harlem, New York; and the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, among others. In 2019, Satterwhite collaborated with Solange Knowles on her visual album,
â€œWhen I Get Home.Link: Jacolby Satterwhite at Mitchell-Innes &amp; NashThe post Jacolby Satterwhite at Mitchell-Innes & Nash first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Ei
Arakawa at Galerie Max MayerSung Tieu at EmalinDominique Knowles at Soccer Club ClubEmily Sundblad at Campoli PrestiEileen Quinlan at Miguel AbreuD&#8217;Ette Nogle at SweetwaterHenrik Olesen at
dÃ©pendanceChristianeÂ Blattmann at Damien &amp; The Love GuruPaul Levack, Oliver Coran at Kammer-RieckK8 Hardy at Reena SpaulingsAliza Nisenbaum at Anton KernJordan Nassar at Anat EbgiTobias
Teschner, Brook Hsu at Lady HelenHave an excellent week.The post Week in Review: October 25, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:Â Tobias Teschner, Brook HsuVenue:Â Lady Helen,
LondonExhibition Title:Â Brook Hsu | Tobias TeschnerDate: September 26 â€“ October 26, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy
of Lady Helen, LondonPress Release:â€˜Rage, rage against the dying of the light.â€˜Night falls, slowly, creeping, creeping up behind them, dark and drear. The horizon offers last glimpses of dusty blue and lilac. The
bright tint of the sky, a shape shrinking into dusk. Shadows are cast long, distorted, hunting, haunting.Hooves on the soil softly, rhythmically. Bass tremor glazed with the sound of gravel, crushing parts of the sensitive
tissue. Then softness again. Gathering speed, the galloping motionâ€“ stretching and contractingâ€“physically forces air into and out of the lungs like bellows.Their eyes watering. Teardrops forming in the corners,
streaked across their temples. Brows furrowing, rows of wrinkles tightening, the accelerating pace of the journey, the dashing wind in the darkness. Clenching fists. Closer and closer the tiny rectangular lights come. A
promise, reeling in yonder.The last of the firmamentâ€™s light caught in a pond as they are passing. A cold even blue on a stark surface, allegedly solid. For a second the impulse to test, to dare its sturdiness, like a
second on the cliff edge, suction.The slick surface bounces back sound and sight, propelling them, compelling them, forward, forward. Hunched, hunted. But once past the water, the tremorâ€“reverberating
againâ€“seems like silence. The rhythmic forward motion feels like retreat. Deflating. The tiny rectangular lights no closer. The promise behind the window sashes no closer. Not within reach.â€˜Rage, rage against the
dying of the light.â€˜Exhibition text by Josefine ReischLink: Tobias Teschner, Brook HsuÂ at Lady HelenThe post Tobias Teschner, Brook Hsu at Lady Helen first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Jordan
NassarVenue:Â Anat Ebgi, Los AngelesExhibition Title: We Are The Ones To Go To The MountainDate: September 15 â€“ October 27, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Anat Ebgi, Los AngelesPress Release:Anat Ebgi is pleased to present a new body of work by New York based Palestinian-American artist Jordan Nassar. This is
Nassarâ€™s second exhibition with Anat Ebgi and will be on view at 2660 S La Cienega Blvd from September 15 â€“ October 27.We Are The Ones To Go To The Mountain consists of a suite of sixte
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